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The uptake of HCl on vapor-deposited ice is investigated for HCl partial pressurep from 2 × 10-8 to 10-5

Torr at temperatures of 190 and 203 K in an especially designed Knudsen cell experiment. Two kinetic
regimes can be distinguished experimentally: a long-lasting tailing which accounts for the major amount of
the overall uptake and follows diffusion-like kinetics,γ(t) ∝ t-1/2 (γ, uptake coefficient;t, time), and an
initial period, where the uptake is higher than predicted by diffusion-like kinetics. The uptake kinetics are
analyzed using analytical equations and also by full numerical simulation of simultaneous adsorption onto
the surface and diffusion into the bulk. We derive the quantityHd

/D1/2 (Hd
/, effective Henry’s law constant,D

diffusion constant) and findHd
/D1/2 ∝ p-1/2, which implies that HCl dissociates upon uptake. The results for

both analysis methods closely coincide. We suggest the use of a semiempirical parametrization for the total
HCl uptake (molecules per geometric surface area) on vapor-deposited ice films as time dependent function
n(t, p) ) nresid(p) + C(T)(tp)1/2, whereC(T) is a constant which depends on temperature only. The compatibility
of the residual, nondiffusive uptake,nresid, with various adsorption isotherms is discussed. The analysis suggests
that the experimentally observed diffusion-like kinetics dominates the overall trace gas uptake after a brief
initial period. The diffusion-like kinetics must be considered when analyzing uptake experiments and when
making applications to natural ice.

Introduction

The uptake of trace gases on ice is of great importance for
several environmental problems. Heterogeneous reactions of
halogen species on ice particles play a key role in the formation
of the springtime ozone hole.1 Also, the chemical composition
of polar ice cores is used to reconstruct Earth’s past climate.2,3

The assessment of both requires a good understanding of the
incorporation mechanism of trace gases in and on ice, concern-
ing either the uptake of trace gases on atmospheric ice crystals
and snowflakes or processes in polar surface ice.4

A specific example for the importance of the HCl interaction
with aerosols are heterogeneous reactions of halogen compounds
on polar stratospheric clouds (PSC) during polar winter.
Reactions such as

on ice surfaces prime the atmosphere for the springtime ozone
hole. The reaction mechanism on liquid aerosols is well
understood in terms of solubility, diffusivity, and chemical

reactions in the liquid phase.5-8 Conversely, an adsorption
mechanism is assumed when implementing the interaction of
trace gases on solid aerosol surfaces in atmospheric models.9-11

However, there are considerable inconsistencies between the
available experimental data sets.12 Therefore, the investigation
of the nonreactive uptake of trace gases on ice (i.e., without
reaction with another trace gas on the ice surface) is a
prerequisite to gain insight into basic physical processes of
heterogeneous chemical reactions.

The nonreactive interaction of HCl with ice has been subject
of many studies.13 Early studies focused on the solubility of
HCl in ice14 and the partitioning of HCl between ice and an
aqueous HCl solution.15-17 Later, the solubility and diffusivity
of HCl and HNO3 in single crystals was studied.18-20 The uptake
of gaseous HCl onto vapor-deposited and polycrystalline ice
was studied in Knudsen cell experiments21-24 and flow tube
experiments25-30 and by using other techniques.31 These studies
typically yielded a 0.1-1 monolayer coverage of HCl at the
ice surface (see below, i.e. Table 4).

However, despite similar total amounts of the uptake, the
dependence on partial pressure and the influence of the ice film
thickness on the HCl uptake is yet unresolved. For example,
Chu et al.27 found the total uptake to be proportional to the
square root of the HCl partial pressure, while Hanson and
Ravishankara26 reported no dependence on partial pressure
ranging from about 4× 10-8 to 10-6 Torr, and Hynes et al.30

observed a slight increase of the uptake when the HCl partial
pressure rose from 3× 10-7 to 2 × 10-6 Torr.
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The total HCl uptake was found to rise27,28 with the film
thickness of vapor-deposited ice, which has been interpreted as
being caused by the porosity of the vapor-deposited ice
film.27,28,32,33However, the possible influence of the ice porosity
on the trace gas uptake and the chemical reactivity remains
controversial.34,35 Flückiger et al.22 investigated the diffusion
of HCl into ice by titrating with gaseous ClONO2 and invoked
a HCl surface layer to explain the experimental results.
Moreover, they argued that the HCl uptake may depend on the
degree of polycrystallinity of the ice studied. The possible
influence of the ice morphology on the HCl uptake has also
been demonstrated36 at temperatures around 173 K.

The trace gas uptake onto ice has been studied using flow
tubes by measuring the temporal development of the trace gas
concentration at the flow tube exit as a function of time, the
so-called breakthrough curve. For HCl27,30,37and HNO3

38 uptake
on ice in flow tube experiments and also for SO2 uptake into
packed ice beds39,40at temperatures above 243 K, a long-lasting
tailing of the breakthrough curves has been observed. In contrast,
other flow tube experiments on SO2 uptake at 190 and 228 K
did not reveal long tailing,41,42 though the small magnitude of
SO2 may have prevented this. This tailing reflects a slow, long-
lasting interaction process between the trace gas and the ice
surface. The nature of this process is yet unknown, but it has
been recognized that the tailing would be consistent with
diffusive kinetics for HNO3 uptake on vapor-deposited ice38 and
SO2 in packed ice bed experiments.43,44

The overall trace gas uptake is often conveniently specified
as “uptake per surface area”. To derive the total uptake from
the breakthrough curve, it is crucial to determine the end of the
uptake process, which can be difficult in the presence of the
tailing. One method used to define the uptake in flow tube
experiments is to integrate the total uptake until the breakthrough
curve rises to two-thirds of its original value.30,38 However, as
long as the nature of the tailing is not yet understood, there is
no physically well-defined criterion to define how to handle
the tailing when interpreting the breakthrough curve in uptake
experiments. The fraction of the uptake related to the final third
of the relaxation of the breakthrough curve can in principle be
arbitrarily larger than the fraction of the uptake during the
leading two-thirds.

Additional complications arise from the specific nature of
the ice surface, its extremely dynamic character (at 200 K about
1000 monolayers of ice are exchanged with the gas-phase per
second), and the presence of a disordered surface layer, or quasi-
liquid layer (QLL). The QLL is well-known to exist on metals45

and on ice46-53 at temperatures close to the melting point.
However, recent spectroscopic studies suggest that surface
disorder may already exist at temperatures as low as 200 K54

on pure ice. While it has been hypothesized that trace gases
might be taken up into the QLL,25,55-59 there is still considerable
debate around this topic.58,60-63

A confined reservoir, similar to the QLL, is the grain
boundaries in polycrystalline ice. The line where three grains
meet is a so-called triple junction or vein. The negative curvature
of the physical surface in a triple junction thermodynamically
stabilizes supercooled water,64 comparably to surface forces,
which stabilize the QLL.53 The existence of liquid aqueous
solutions has been shown experimentally65,66in triple junctions
of polycrystalline ice and in the necks of adjacent ice spheres.67

Triple junctions may serve as reservoirs for impurities. For
example, sulfuric acid has been found in the triple junctions of
polar ice68 and HCl has been localized in triple junctions of
laboratory ice which was exposed to gaseous HCl.69

Infrared spectroscopy has been used to show the existence
of the ions on the ice surface in the presence of acidic
vapors,23,70-73 mostly at partial pressures sufficiently high to
melt the ice or to form hydrates. Devlin et al.74 found that the
HCl first attached to the dangling bonds and then dissociates
by donating the proton to a water molecule on the surface to
form an H3O+ ion. This work is consistent with a recent ab
initio study of the HCl ice interaction75 which showed that the
HCl molecule first develops three bonds binding to the ice
surface and that the subsequent ionization of HCl on the ice
surface has no energetic barrier. Molecular dynamics simula-
tions, which take the dynamic nature of the ice surface into
account, suggest that the HCl molecule may be built into the
hexagonal ice, where it acts as a proton donor and dissociates.76

It is important to note that these theoretical models do not invoke
a QLL as necessary to explain the dissociation of HCl on ice.

The variety of conceivable processes and reservoirs hampers
a clear understanding of the uptake process and renders
interpretation of uptake experiments difficult. Bulk and/or
surface processes may govern the HCl uptake on ice simulta-
neously. In this paper, we study the kinetics of the HCl uptake
on ice as a function of the HCl partial pressure using a newly
developed Knudsen cell experiment and test various hypotheses
to interpret the experimental observations.

Basic Concepts for Trace Gas Uptake

To provide concepts for the interpretation of HCl uptake
experiments, we recall basic physical concepts to describe the
uptake of trace gases on ice. In the first uptake step, HCl
molecules may be adsorbed onto the ice surface. This process
can be modeled using adsorption isotherms, which express the
amount of trace gas taken up onto a surface (nsurf in molecules/
cm2) as a function of the gas-phase partial pressurep. The
simplest isotherm is the Freundlich isotherm, which assumes a
relationship of the form

wherej is an empirical constant. More sophisticated adsorption
models, such as the Langmuir or the BET isotherms (for a
review, see Adamson77) have also been used to describe uptake
processes on ice.9,10,12,78-80

Bulk processes can be described by diffusion and bulk
solubility. The latter can be expressed by the dimensionless
Henry’s law constant,Hd, which assumes the linear relationship

between the vapor pressure of the gas,p, and molecular density
in the ice phase,n, of the dissolved gas in the condensed phase
at temperatureT; kB is the Boltzmann constant.

Upon uptake onto ice, a fraction of the HCl molecules
dissociates.74 Thus, the overall solubility is governed by two
coupled equilibria: the molecular solubility and the dissociation
equilibrium, which can be described by the effective Henry’s
law constant

Here isnHCl,tot ) nHCl + nCl-, wherenHCl andnCl- represent the
undissociated and dissociated HCl densities in the condensed
phase, respectively. For pure ice, that is in absence of other
proton donors, electroneutrality and the law of mass action for

nsurf ) const× p j (2)

Hd
p

kBT
) n (3)

Hd
/ )

nHCl,tot

pHCl
kBT (4)
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dissociation readnH+ = nCl- andnCl-
2/nHCl = K, respectively.

Thus, the effective Henry’s law constant takes the form

in which Hd is the intrinsic Henry’s law constant (according to
eq 3) andK is the dissociation equilibrium constant. This leads
to the proportionalityHd

/ ∝ p-1/2 in the case of a completely
dissociating species.

To describe uptake kinetics in a Knudsen cell, we note the
flux densityj of an ideal gas at a partial pressurep onto a surface

Herem is the molecular mass of the molecule.
A molecule hitting the surface will be accommodated on the

surface with probabilityRc (mass accommodation coefficient).
The mass accommodation limits the uptake kinetics only in the
initial stage of the uptake process.81 Due to surface saturation,
diffusive uptake limitations, and desorption into the gas phase,
the net fraction of molecules taken up onto the surface is lower
thanRc. This experimentally measurable net-uptake is described
by the uptake coefficient

which can be time-dependent. Fundamental physical constants
must be derived from the measured uptake coefficient by
applying appropriate theoretical models to analyze the measured
value forγ.

The uptake coefficient of a diffusing species in the Knudsen
cell is

See Appendix A. If the species completely dissociates upon
dissolution, the relation

replaces eq 8 (see Appendix A), whereTS is the substrate
temperature,Vj the mean thermal velocity, andpr(t) the trace
gas partial pressure in the Knudsen cell during uptake. In eq 9,
the time dependence ofpr accounts for the change of the
effective Henry’s law constant (see eq 4) during initial reduction
and subsequent recovery of the partial pressure after the plunger
has been opened. In the following we use expression 9 without
the mass accommodation term (1/Rc), which can be safely
neglected for all but the first instances during uptake.

Experimental Section

The experimental setup (Figure 1) as used in this study
consists of three parts: the gas mixing unit, the Knudsen cell,
and the quadrupole mass spectrometer.

The gas mixing unit (lower left part in Figure 1) serves to
establish fluxes of water and HCl vapor through the Knudsen
cell. Partial pressures range from 10-4 to 10-3 Torr of H2O
and from 10-8 to 10-5 Torr of HCl. The Knudsen cell and the
gas mixing unit are manufactured completely out of glass to
minimize memory effects of the trace gases on the walls.

Construction of the Knudsen Cell. Figure 2 sketches the
Knudsen cell, which consists of two glass pieces. The upper
part is connected to the mass spectrometer and the gas mixing
unit. The lower part hosts the cooled sample holder. There are
two inlets for the trace gases (water and HCl). The mount for
the pressure head (MKS Baratron, 0.1 Torr) is located directly
above the ice substrate, perpendicular to the gas flux through
the cell. The substrate can be covered by a plunger, which hangs
on a glass rod. This rod is fed through a remodeled Young valve,
which is fused into the roof of the cell. Using the thread of the
Young valve, the plunger can be pressed down to seal the

Figure 1. Experimental setup. Key: F1 and F2: mass flow controller (MKS); V1-V6: valves; C1-C3: flow controller;PL andpc: pressure
measurement in line and Knudsen cell, respectively; TP: turbopump; B1-B3: supply for the trace gas mixtures.

1
γ(t)

=
Vj

4kTS x pr(t)

KHd,0
xπt

D
+ 1

Rc
(9)Hd

/ ) Hd + xKHdkBT

pHCl
≈ xKHdkBT

pHCl
(5)

j ) p

x2πmkBT
(6)

γ ≡ no. of molecules taken up on the surface
no. of molecules hitting the surface

(7)

1
γ(t)

=
Vj
4

xπt

HxD
+ 1

Rc
(8)
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substrate surface from the cell with an Viton O-ring. The
substrate holder is located in the lower part of the Knudsen
cell. It is cooled by a liquid ethanol circuit, which is cryostated
using a commercial cryostat (Huber 420). The temperature is
measured using a platinum temperature sensor in the ethanol
circuit just below the substrate holder.

Preparation of the Water Flux. Deionized water, which was
degassed by several freezing/melting cycles, is used as the water
vapor source. The water vapor is pumped from the water
reservoir via valve N3 into the liquid nitrogen cooling trap K2
(cf. Figure 1). The water vapor flux is regulated by a commercial
gas flow controller (MKS). This technique maintains a constant
water pressurePL in the line and the Knudsen cell. A small
portion of the water vapor enters the Knudsen cell via valve
N2. All valves are thermostated to about 40°C to ensure stability
against temperature changes in the laboratory. The stability of
the water vapor flux is better than 0.5% over 10 h, allowing
precise long-duration experiments.

HCl Flux. Gaseous HCl is taken from a lecture bottle and
diluted with nitrogen (typical mixing ratios ranging from 1:20
to 1:2000). The gas mixture is stored in a glass bulb (B3) and
flowed via a gas flow controller (C3) and valve N4 into the
cooling trap K1. A small part of this flux is bled through the
needle valve N1 into the Knudsen cell. This technique allows
a fast conditioning of the flow system, while fluxes into the
Knudsen cell are small.

Mass Spectrometer.Partial pressures in the Knudsen cell
are measured using a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Balzers,
Type QMA 410). The cell is connected to the mass spectrometer
via a differential pumping stage. Pinholes of six different hole
sizes with diameter ranging from 0.7 to 10 mm allow the gas
flux into the spectrometer to vary. Measured escape rates for
nitrogen are 15.3 (hole 6), 3.9 (hole 5), and 1.01 s-1 (hole 4).

Molecules are ionized by electron impact and analyzed in
the quadrupole. In the differential pumping stage, there is a
chopper wheel, which interrupts the gas flow with a frequency
of 700 Hz. Signal analysis with a digital lock-in amplifier allows
a direct subtraction of the signal background during measure-
ment.82 This technique was necessary to eliminate wall effects
in the mass spectrometer.

Because the amount of HCl in the water vapor is small, water
was monitored on the weakm/e ) 20 (H2O18) fragment, and
HCl on its main linem/e ) 36. The mass spectrometer was
calibrated in the following manner. For each gas, the mass
spectrometer signal was measured as a function of the partial
pressure in the cell (i.e.,pi ) SiIi, with pi ) partial pressure,Ii

) mass spectrometer signal,Si ) sensitivity, all for speciesi).
Water vapor was calibrated with pure water vapor in the cell;
for HCl, different HCl/N2 mixtures of known composition were
used. The absolute sensitivitySi of the mass spectrometer was
measured on the same day, to avoid possible influences of the
daily change in sensitivity. This procedure was repeated on
different days and the relative sensitivitySr ≡ S20/S36, was
determined. For the following analysis we use the average value
of Sr ) 0.0225( 15%. This error represents an upper limit
estimated from the reproducibility of theSr under different
pressure conditions in the mass spectrometer.

On each day, when an uptake experiment was performed,
the absolute sensitivity for water on them/e ) 20 fragment
was determined. Then the ice vapor pressure was measured in
each experiment. The temperature of the ice has a higher
absolute reproducibility and stability in the experiment compared
to the absolute setting of the water vapor pressure. Therefore,
the ice vapor pressure is the ideal absolute reference point for
the MS calibration. For each temperature, we determined the
average valuepjvap,ice(T) of all measured ice vapor pressures,
which was adopted as best estimate of the ice vapor pressure at
the given temperature. Once the absolute sensitivity was
determined, we calculate the HCl partial pressure from them/e
) 36-line using the relative sensitivitySr. By this calibration
procedure, we make all measured HCl pressures consistent, i.e.,
independent of the day by day changes of the mass spectrometric
sensitivity.

Ice Growth and Ice Vapor Pressure Measurement.Ice was
grown on the glass substrate holder. First, with closed plunger,
a flux of water vapor was passed through the Knudsen cell.
The ice film was nucleated with several short events of opening
and closing the plunger to avoid any formation of ice islands
on the glass substrate holder. Then the plunger was left open
for about 1 h togrow the film at a temperature of 190 K. Vapor-
deposited ice under these conditions is known to consist of many
individual micrometer sized grains of hexagonal ice.28,32 The
internal surface area may be about 10 times higher as the
geometric surface area.28,78

Water and HCl background partial pressures were monitored
during the ice growth to estimate the ice film thickness and the
maximum contamination of the ice by background HCl in the
cell (typically 10-8-10-9 Torr), resulting from previous experi-
ments. Because of the fast ice growth, the HCl uptake was
kinetically limited, thus, the HCl contamination in the ice was
well below the equilibrium solubility of HCl in ice at back-
ground pressures. Partial pressures used in the experiments were
chosen about 2 orders of magnitude above the HCl-background
pressures; therefore, the HCl background concentration does not
influence our results. The only exception were experiments at
very low HCl partial pressures of about 10-8 Torr. Here, the
initial HCl background pressure during the ice growth was about
10-9, close to the mass spectrometric detection limit. Film
thicknesses are typically between 5 and 30µm as calculated
from the total amount of deposited water and the geometric
surface area. The maximum HCl mixing ratiox in the ice has
always been well belowxHCl

i < 10-7, for details see ref 83.
Procedure of Uptake Experiments.After the growth of the

ice film was complete, the ice was brought to the desired

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the all-glass Knudsen cell. The upper
part shows the inlets for the trace gas and water vapor, as well as the
plunger which is mounted in a Young valve, which is fused into the
top. The lower part hosts the thermostated substrate holder.
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experimental temperature with closed plunger. Then, the water
flux through the cell was manually adjusted until no change in
water partial pressure occurred upon opening and closing the
plunger. By this method, the ice vapor pressure can be measured.
As described in Appendix A, the measured water vapor pressure
was corrected to account for different temperatures of the ice
substrate and the pressure head (cf. Equation 28). Because the
walls of the Knudsen cell are at room temperature, the sample
surface temperature is slightly higher than the temperature at
the temperature measured by a PT 100-sensor in the cell just
below the substrate. At∼190 K, comparison of the vapor
pressures measurements with the parametrization of McDonald84

shows that the ice substrate is no more than 1-2 K warmer
than that measured at the temperature sensor. For better
accuracy, the ice temperature was always derived from the
measured water vapor pressure.

After ice preparation, the HCl uptake was studied. With the
plunger still held closed, an HCl flux was introduced into the
cell. Care was taken to allow stabilization of the HCl flux
through the cell. Since we aimed to study the HCl uptake over
long time periods, we considered a change of at most a few %
in the HCl partial pressure during the course of an uptake
experiment as acceptable. After the stabilization period the
pressurep0 was established in the cell, the plunger was opened,
and the HCl partial pressurepr was monitored as a function of
time for periods between 10 min and several hours. Then, the
plunger was closed, andp0 was remeasured to test for possible
drift of the HCl partial pressure.

Error Analysis. The error in the HCl partial pressure was
determined from the standard deviation of the averaged partial
pressure data before and after opening the plunger. If the HCl
drift was bigger than the calculated standard deviation, we use
the drift as error for the pressure. This error estimate does not
take systematic errors of the calibration into account. The
measurement of the HCl partial pressures is based on the relative
sensitivity of the lines for water (m/e ) 20) and HCl (m/e )
36). This value has been determined experimentally, with an
absolute error of about(15%.85

HCl Uptake on Sulfuric Acid Solutions. To test the newly
developed experimental system, we performed HCl uptake
experiments on 60 wt % sulfuric acid solutions at 203 K. Under
these conditions, diffusion into the liquid phase is the well
established dominant process.6,7 Figure 3 shows an example of
1/γ vs 1/xt. Analysis of the data, using eq 20, yielded 8.1(
2.7 M atm-1 s-1/2, which, within errors, agrees well with the
value reported by Williams and Golden.86 No dependence of

the determinedHdxD values onpHCl or on pinhole setting was
detected (data not shown). These results are one example
verifying the performance of the experimental system.

Results

A typical uptake experiment is illustrated in Figure 4a, where
we show the raw data of massm/e ) 36, as measured with the
mass spectrometer. Initially, the plunger is closed. After opening
the plunger att ) 0, the HCl signal drops and recovers slowly
with time. After 3000 s, the plunger is closed and the HCl partial
pressure slowly rises back to its original value.

Long-lasting tailing, such as shown in Figure 4a has been
observed previously when investigating the uptake of acidic
gases on ice25,27,30,38in flow tubes. It has been pointed out by
Abbatt38 that the tailing could possibly be consistent with the
kinetics of a diffusion process. The tailing makes it difficult to
determine the total HCl uptake. As a practical approach in flow
tube experiments, a two-thirds criterion has been invoked to
estimate the overall uptake on ice by ignoring any uptake after
two-thirds of the original signal is reestablished.30,38 In the
following, we test the compatibility of different physical models
with the experimental data, by using analytical and numerical
modeling and application of the two-thirds criterion to our
Knudsen cell experiments.

In our experiments, the stability of the HCl flux into the cell
is typically better than a few percent drift during the course of
one experiment. However, to safely exclude the potential
influence of any small HCl drift on the data analysis, we
determine the drift by fitting a straight line (p0(t) ) a + bt) to
the measured HCl partial pressure data before opening and after
closing the plunger. This line is used to normalize the data by
calculating pr(t) ) [pr,exp(t)/p0(t)] × pj0. Here pr,exp(t) is the
experimentally measured HCl partial pressure during uptake;
pj0 is the average partial pressure during the experiment. This
drift-corrected HCl partial pressure is shown in Figure 4b.

Asymptotic Model. Figure 4c shows 1/γ(t)(p0/pr(t))1/2 as a
function oft1/2 to test the validity of relation 9, which describes
the diffusive uptake of a dissociating trace gas. The linearity
holds for tas

1/2 > 30 s-1/2. The quantityHd
/D1/2 ) (kBTSKHdD/

p0)1/2 was calculated by fitting eq 22 to the data (fort > 900 s)
and is used to plotpr(t) (as calculated from eq 23 in Appendix
A) in Figure 4b (dotted line). As relation 22 describes the data
asymptotically, we call this evaluation method the “asymptotic
model”. Note that the mass accommodation coefficient (eq 9)
has no influence on the asymptotic fitting. Figure 4b shows that
the asymptotic model is consistent with the data fort > 900 s.
However, there is considerable deviation duringt < 900 s the
HCl uptake is higher than predicted by the asymptotic model.

In Figure 4d, we plot the total HCl uptakentot as a function
of t1/2 (Figure 4d, open circles, eq 25, withpr taken from the
raw data). The linearityntot ∝ t1/2 emphasizes the diffusive
kinetics of the uptake process and, most importantly, experi-
mentally shows that the long-lasting HCl uptake on ice is slow,
but without apparent saturation.

Once, (kBTSKHd/p0)1/2 has been determined for the asymptotic
model, a first approximation of the diffusion-like component
can be calculated by numerical integration of eq 25, withRS

from eq 16 andpr from eq 23. This is shown as dotted line
(labeled as “diffusion like” ) in Figure 4d. The residualnresid(t),
which remains unexplained by the diffusion-like kinetics, can
be calculated bynresid(t) ) ntot(t) - ndiff(t) (Figure 4d, dotted
line, (labeled as “nondiffusive”). As expected, the nondiffusive
componentnresid(t) becomes independent of time fort > 900 s.

Figure 3. HCl uptake on 60 wt % H2SO4-solution at 203 K evaluated
according to eq 20;x axis: experimental time;y axis: pr(t)/(p0 - pr(t).
Inset: Raw data. The plunger was opened at 1350 s (t ) 0) and closed
again at 3200 s.
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The time independence ofnresid(t) for t > tasallows to estimate
the overall contribution ofnresid to the uptake by taking the
averagenresid) njresid(t) in the regiontas< t < texp. We estimate
the error ofnresid(t) as the maximum of its standard deviation
and its drift.

It is important to note that, within our experimental time scale,
the long-lasting uptake accounts for most of the uptake. About
(5-8) × 1013 HCl molecules/cm2 can be attributed to the initial
fast processes, while 5-10 times this amount is taken up onto
the ice within 2500 s.

Could Experimental Pitfalls Cause the Residual Compo-
nent? We can exclude that HCl adsorption on newly exposed
glass after opening the plunger significantly contributed to the
observed uptake behavior. For HCl uptake experiments on
sulfuric acid at similar temperatures, the measured uptake is
lower than predicted by the asymptotic model during the initial
phase of the experiment. This is consistent with the HCl partial
pressure in the cell dropping after the plunger has been opened,
which causes the HCl to desorb from the cell walls. Thereby,
less HCl is consumed from the regular gas flux leading to a
seemingly lower uptake coefficient (cf. eq 20 in Appendix A).
This has also been observed by Williams and Golden86 for the
uptake of HCl on sulfuric acid.

The wall effects on the HCl uptake must be equal in sign
and similar in magnitude for both the ice and the sulfuric acid
experiments. Thus, the enhanced uptake during the initial phase
of the HCl uptake must be due to the HCl ice interaction. This
argument is corroborated by measurements of Abbatt et al.,25

who estimated the uptake of HCl on cold glass surfaces on the
order of 1012 molecules cm-2. When opening the plunger, we
expose less than 15 cm2 new glass surface area, while the ice
surface area is about 4.5 cm2. On the basis of these data, we
estimate the maximum error of the measurement due to wall
effects as 1012 × 15/4.5≈ 4 × 1012 molecules/cm2, which is
negligible in comparison with the total uptake. We adopt the
value of 5× 1012 molecules/cm2 or ∼0.5% of an HCl monolayer
on the ice as the detection limit of our system.87

From the water vapor pressure measurement, we have
calculated the net growth and evaporation rate during the

experiments as(300 monolayer during the whole course of
the experiments. Assuming a mixing ratio ofx ) 10-4 in the
ice, (which is large compared to the overall HCl solubility in
ice), the maximum amount of HCl which can be built into a
newly grown 300 monolayer thick ice film on top of the ice is
small compared to the residual nondiffusive component. Fur-
thermore, it should be noted that in about half of the experiments
there was a net evaporation of ice, which precludes additional
HCl uptake into a newly grown ice film on the surface. As the
residual component was observed in experiments with both
growing and evaporating ice, a slight mismatch of the vapor
pressure and a net ice growth cannot have caused the residual
nondiffusive component.

Langmuir Adsorption and Diffusion. It is tempting to
hypothesize that the observed uptake kinetics points toward a
two-step uptake process: a slow, long-lasting diffusive uptake
process and a fast initial process, possibly adsorption of HCl
on the ice surface uptake. In the literature, Langmuir adsorption
has been invoked to model the uptake of HCl on ice.9,10,12,88In
the following, we will test the consistency of this hypothesis
with the experimental data.

The residual between total and diffusion-like uptake, which
we have calculated in the previous section, allows to assess the
order of magnitude of the non-diffusion-like component of the
overall uptake. However, this approach does not take the
coupling and competition between bulk diffusion and surface
adsorption into account. No analytical solution to the quantifica-
tion of coupled diffusion and surface uptake is available;
therefore, we use a numerical model to evaluate the data.

In the numerical model, we assume that the HCl is taken up
onto the surface by a Langmuir adsorption kinetics and by
diffusion into the bulk ice. The model is detailed in Appendix
B. It has two input parameters,HdD1/2 andθequi, whereθequi is
the equilibrium surface coverage on the geometric ice surface
at the given HCl partial pressurep0. We define the units such
that θ ) 1 corresponds to a surface concentration of 1015

molecules/cm2.
The dashed dotted line in Figure 4 shows the asymptotic

fitting (i.e., for t > 900 s) of the numerical model with the choice

Figure 4. Evaluation of an HCl-uptake experiment at a temperature of 188 K. (a) Raw data of a typical uptake experiment. The signal drops, when
the plunger is opened (t ) 0). At t ) 3000 s, the plunger is closed and the HCl signal recovers to its original value. (b) Raw data converted to HCl
partial pressure units and normalized as discussed in the text. (c) 1/γ(p0/pr)1/2 as a function oft1/2. (d) Total, diffusion-like, and nondiffusive uptake
per surface area as a function oft1/2. Key for all parts: circles: experimental data; dotted line: asymptotic model (eq 22); dashed line: full
numerical model (Appendix B); dash-dotted line: numerical model without surface uptakeθequi = 0.
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θmax ) 0, that is without surface uptake.89 Clearly, the numerical
model coincides well with the analytical equations (eq 23) in
absence of surface adsorption.

Now, the two parameters,θequi and HdD1/2 were fitted
simultaneously to the experimental data for the whole time span
of the experiment (dashed line in Figure 4b). To avoid
experimental artifacts in the analysis, due to a slow opening
procedure of the plunger, the first 15 s after opening the plunger
were omitted from the fit. The result of this procedure is shown
in Figure 4, parts b and c, as dashed lines. The full model
describes also the initial part of the signal reasonably well. In
the presented case, there is a slight systematic deviation during
the initial period of the uptake. We note that Figure 4 represents
a case whose fit in the initial period is worse than in most of
the other cases. Because the full numerical model predicts a
slightly faster saturation than experimentally observed, but a
slower approach to thet1/2 asymptote, the model will slightly
overestimate the contribution of the adsorption to the tailing.

The total uptake in the experiment and the contribution of
the diffusion-like and nondiffusive component are plotted in
Figure 4d. Interestingly, both the asymptotic model and the full
numerical simulation show similar results. The long-term tailing
is completely dominated by the diffusion-like component. Thus,
surface adsorption with Langmuir type kinetics would only be
consistent with the experimental data, if it contributes to the
uptake only during the initial stage of the experiment. For
practical matters, the two processes are almost completely
decoupled.

It was not possible to fit the data using Langmuir kinetics
without any diffusive component. As the Langmuir kinetics is
essentially first order, it predicts an exponential asymptote, but
not the experimentally observedt1/2 law.

Pressure Dependence of the Diffusion-Like Uptake.The
knowledge of the HCl/water phase diagram is essential to
interpret the HCl uptake. Using the thermodynamic model of
Carslaw et al.,90 we calculated the HCl ice phase diagram
(Figure 5). The experimental conditions chosen in this study
are marked as solid circles in the phase diagram. Most of the
experiments have been performed in the ice stability region.

First, we present the results forHd
/D1/2 at 190 and 203 K as

a function of the HCl partial pressure in Figure 6. The results
for the asymptotic model and the full numerical simulation
coincide closely (in most cases better than 20%, cf. Table 1);
thus, only the results for the numerical model are shown. The
error forHd

/D1/2 was determined from the standard deviation of
the nonlinear fitting procedure. For the error of the HCl partial
pressure, see the Experimental Section. At both temperatures,
Hd

/D1/2 decreases with increasing HCl partial pressure. We
fitted a function of the formHd

/D1/2 ) apb to the data and

found -0.55 > b > -0.48 for 190 and 203 K for both the
asymptotic and the numerical model (Table 3 and solid line in
Figure 6). The observed proportionalityHd

/D1/2 ∝ p-0.5 would
be consistent with the hypothesis that the long-term tailing is
indeed caused by the dissolution, dissociation, and diffusion of
H+ and Cl- into a yet unknown reservoir.

Properties of the Nondiffusive Component.In Figure 7,
we show the residual componentnresid as calculated from the
asymptotic fitting method,θequi as derived from the numerical
model, andn2/3 as derived from the two-third model. The two-
third model ignores all uptake for times after signal recovery
to two-thirds of its original value, ignoring the time dependence
of the uptake process. Open circles show the total HCl uptake
nexp(t ) 1800 s) after 1800 s calculated by numerical integration
of the signal with eq 25 (see Appendix A). It must be
emphasized that the majority of the overall uptake can be
explained with a diffusive kinetics. For the 203 K data, within
the first 1800 s typically 80% (50% for the 190 K data) of the
overall uptake can be explained with diffusion-like kinetics
(open circles in Figure 7; see also Table 2). Thus, the residual
component is a minor contribution to the overall HCl uptake.

We estimate that the nondiffusive component is on the order
of 1-10% of a monolayer coverage. The order of magnitude
of the nondiffusive component is consistent with the result from
Chu27 (open diamond in Figure 7), who estimated an surface
uptake of 2× 1013 molecules/cm2 at 188 K and 2.1× 10-7

Torr, by accounting for the porosity of the ice films in a flow
tube study.

The total uptake (open circles in Figure 7) shows a clear
pressure dependence:ntot ∝ p1/2. The pressure dependence of
the residual component is less clear. At 203 K, the result from
the numerical model,θequi, and the residual from the asymptotic
method,θresid, roughly follows ap1/2 law. In contrast, evaluation
with the two-thirds method shows a weaker pressure depen-
dence.

Figure 5. HCl/ice phase diagram, calculated from Carslaw et al.90

Dotted line: HCl-hexahydrate (taken from Molina57). Thick circles
mark present work. Dashed lines: HCl mass fraction in the HCl/water
solution.

TABLE 1: Results for Hd
/D1/2 at 203 K (Upper Panel) and

190 K (Lower Panel) as Determined by Different Methods of
Data Analysis (See Text)

p (Torr)
Hd

/D1/2(asymptotic)
(m s-1/2)

Hd
/D1/2(numerical)

(m s-1/2)

203 K
3 × 10-8 18 ( 4 16( 6
6 × 10-8 16 ( 4 15( 6

9.4× 10-8 10.3( 3 7.5( 6.7
1.9× 10-7 6.3( 0.5 5.8( 2
2.5× 10-7 4.2( 1 3.1( 0.8
4.9× 10-7 4.0( 0.7 4.0( 1
4.2× 10-6 1.3( 0.3 1.5( 0.3
4.3× 10-6 1.3( 0.4 1.5( 0.9
6.6× 10-6 0.85( 0.1 0.83( 0.4
6.7× 10-6 0.93( 0.4 1.0( 0.2

1 × 10-5 0.86( 0.3 1.4( 0.9
1 × 10-5 0.8( 0.1 0.86( 0.2

1.6× 10-5 1.24( 0.08 1.24
1.7× 10-5 1.43( 0.1 1.16( 0.2

190 K
4.9× 10-8 13 ( 2 11( 5
1.4× 10-7 12 ( 3 10( 3
2.1× 10-7 15.6( 0.5 13( 2
1.4× 10-8 23 ( 6 22( 43
4.1× 10-8 19 ( 4 17( 9
4.5× 10-7 2.5( 0.5 3.0( 1
5.0× 10-7 3.2( 1 3.4( 3
8.3× 10-7 3.4( 0.3 3.0( 0.8
1.1× 10-6 2.1( 0.6 1.8( 0.5
2.3× 10-6 2.3( 0.2 2.3( 0.6
1.9× 10-6 1.8( 0.3 2.1( 1.1
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We cannot make a definite claim about the nature of the
residual component, but we can test the compatibility with
models for the adsorption isotherm, as demonstrated in Figure
7. For both 203 and 190 K, a Langmuir type isotherm for a
dissociating species (θ(p) ) const× (ap)1/2/(1 + (ap)1/2) see
Trapnell91) can be fitted to the experimental data. However, the

Langmuir adsorption isotherm for a nondissociating species
(θ(p) ) θmax × p/(K + p)) would also fit, if one assumed the
limiting coverage to be lower than 1015 molecules/cm2 (cf.
Figure 7). We suggest that at present an adsorption isotherm
cannot be reliable established for the HCl uptake on ice. To
the best of our knowledge, there are no other studies available

Figure 6. Results forHd
/D1/2, as evaluated with the numerical model at 190 K (left panel) and 203 K (right panel): diamonds: estimate with

asymptotic model in melting regime; vertical solid line: ice-liquid phase boundary as calculated from Carslaw et al.;90 dotted lines: uncertainty
of the phase boundary position due to absolute error of the pressure measurement; solid line: fit to the data with relationHd

/D1/2 ) ap0,exp
b

(cp. Table 1).

TABLE 2: HCl Uptake on Ice as Determined by Different Data Evaluation Methods at 203 K (Upper Panel) and 190 K (Lower
Panel)a

p0 (Torr) texp (s) hole θtot θresid(asymptotic) θequi(numerical) θ2/3

203 K
3.0× 10-8 5886 5 0.13 0.012( 0.001 0.01( 0.03 0.030
6.0× 10-8 5414 5 0.23 0.015( 0.002 0.006( 0.04 0.043
9.4× 10-8 787 4 0.043 0.0012( 0.0006 0.006( 0.09 %b

1.9× 10-7 1606 5 0.15 0.022( 0.0006 0.026( 0.023 0.044
2.5× 10-7 547 4 0.053 0.0053( 0.002 0.017( 0.03 0.043
4.9× 10-7 4281 5 0.57 0.085( 0.004 0.035( 0.035 0.060
4.2× 10-6 699 5 0.54 0.13( 0.002 0.07( 0.06 0.078
4.3× 10-6 3349 5 1.63 0.33( 0.01 0.13( 0.1 0.11
6.6× 10-6 3031 5 1.2 0.32( 0.009 0.18( 0.15 0.095
6.7× 10-6 2732 5 1.3 0.25( 0.03 0.15( 0.09 0.11
1.0× 10-5 2296 5 1.7 0.27( 0.03 0.073( 0.8 0.11
1.0× 10-5 2444 4 1.6 0.26( 0.01 0.087( 0.1 0.17
1.6× 10-5 3943 4 4.2 %c %c 0.27
1.7× 10-5 3346 4 4.8 %c %c 0.21

190 K
5.0× 10-8 738 5 0.042 0.0052( 0.0003 0.008( 0.02 0.029
1.4× 10-7 392 4 0.10 0.035( 0.0006 0.046( 0.02 0.049
2.1× 10-7 2708 5 0.47 0.055( 0.0009 0.1( 0.08 0.21
1.4× 10-8 2461 6 0.046 0.019( 0.0005 0.26( 0.07 0.029
4.1× 10-8 5961 5 0.17 0.043( 0.001 0.047( 0.06 0.082
4.5× 10-7 4181 4 0.35 0.11( 0.001 0.037( 0.05 0.12
5.0× 10-7 1074 6 0.18 0.079( 0.003 0.085( 0.053 0.076
8.3× 10-7 1814 4 0.34 0.0096( 0.002 0.009( 0.06 0.12
1.1× 10-6 310 6 0.11 0.078( 0.005 0.11( 0.06 %b

2.3× 10-6 7175 4 1.51 0.13( 0.01 0.064( 0.1 0.24
1.9× 10-6 5376 4 1.3 0.25( 0.003 0.075( 0.15 0.21

a p0: HCl partial pressure when plunger closed;texp: duration of experiment; hole: used position of hole to mass spectrometer, see text;θtot:
total measured uptake;θresid: nondiffusive residual as determined with asymptotic model;θequi: surface uptake with numerical model;θ2/3: uptake
with two-thirds model.b Signal did not rise to two-thirds value, as the experimental time scale was to short.c No residual was detectable, and the
initial uptake was less than predicted by a diffusive model, when the HCl partial pressure is high enough to melt ice.

TABLE 3: Parametrization of HCl Uptake by Different Models a

method T [K] a b c d

asymptotic 203 -2.838( 0.4 -0.55( 0.06 17.73( 1.7 0.6556( 0.3
asymptotic 190/188 -2.860( 1.4 -0.55( 0.2 16.40( 3.4 0.4177( 0.2
numerical 203 -2.440( 0.7 -0.479( 0.1 16.763( 1.3 0.5279( 0.2
numerical 190/188 -2.709( 1.2 -0.5263( 0.2 14.99( 1.3 0.1862( 1.1
two-third 203 n/a n/a 15.55( 0.6 0.28( 0.1
two-third 190/188 n/a n/a 16.5( 1.6 0.4( 0.3

a Parameters are given to calculate diffusion parameters and surface uptake byHd
/D1/2 ) 10a × pb andnsurf ) 10c × pd, respectively. The pressure

p is given in units of Torr;Hd
/D1/2 is in units of cm s-1/2. Note that the fits were performed as linear fits in a logarithmic scale: log[HdD1/2] )

a + b × log10p and log10[Nsurf] ) c + d × log10p. Numbers given in this table contain more digits than are significant, to allow reproduction of the
parametrization plotted into Figures 9 and 10.
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which could resolve this fundamental problem. Thus, for
simplicity we use the Freundlich isotherm77 (nsurf ) ap0

b), as
derived from the asymptotic model for parametrization.

HCl Uptake on Previously Exposed Ice.At 203 K, we also
performed uptake experiments on ice that had been previously
exposed to HCl. One example is shown in Figure 8. Repeated
exposure typically shows diffusive kinetics according to eq 9
(center panel of Figure 8). However, in distinct opposition to
experiments on fresh ice (cf. Figure 4), no enhanced initial
uptake was observed.

Clearly, the ice surface was changed by the first exposure
and becomes less susceptible to gaseous HCl. Compared to
experiments on clean ice,Hd

/D1/2 is slightly reduced (due to
some HCl already present), but still shows the same principal
partial pressure dependence, i.e., increasingHd

/D1/2 with de-
creasing HCl partial pressure (not shown). This observation is
in agreement with a diffusive uptake process.

The experimentally observed fact that the initial high HCl
uptake vanishes upon second exposure, while the long-term
tailing still follows a t1/2 kinetics, further corroborates the
hypothesis that the initial fast uptake and the long tailing are
indeed two different physical processes.

HCl Uptake at High HCl Partial Pressures. The principal
uptake behavior changes drastically, if the HCl partial pressure
is high enough to melt the ice. However, even then the kinetics
is diffusive. But now Hd

/D1/2 rises with partial pressure,
indicating that the ice surface melts faster for higher HCl partial

pressures. Most importantly, no fast initial uptake process can
be detected experimentally. Again, this observation support the
notion that the diffusive kinetics and the initial enhanced uptake
are caused by two distinguishable and largely decoupled physical
processes.

Semiempirical Parametrization of the HCl Uptake.Solely
based on our experimental observations, we formulate a
semiempirical parametrization for the HCl uptake on vapor-
deposited ice. The parametrization reflects our two main
experimental observations: First, the overall long-term uptake
is slow and follows at1/2 law, as demonstrated in Figure 4d.
Second, the long-term uptake follows ap1/2 law. Thus, the total
HCl uptake must be given as a function of time and partial
pressure, instead of simply giving a result in terms of uptake
per surface area. A reasonable parametrization should have the
general form

where the termnresid(p) accounts for the part of the uptake, which
cannot be described by thet1/2 law. For practical matters, we
can use the results in Table 3 and eq 11 total to parametrize the
total HCl uptake as

TABLE 4: HCl Uptake on Ice from Previous Studiesa

author T (K) P (10-6 Torr) uptake (1015/cm2) expt time scale (min) ice type ice thickness (µm)

Abbatt et al.25 FT 201 1-4 1-3 5-35 vp 5-40
Barone et al.23 KN 202 5 3.5 30-60 vp 0.051
Chu et al.27 FT 188, 193 0.07-4 0.1-0.2 15-90 vp 1.4( 0.2

FT 188 0.02 0.02b vp 0.5-15.7
Chu27 FT 188 not given 0.8-11 vp 3.7-34.1
Foster29 LITD 180-186 0.001-0.6 0.4-20c % vp %

% 1.15d % %
Hanson and Ravishankara26 FT 201 0.04-1.5× 0.4-0.6e varies vp 3-30

201 0.2 0.5 5 vp %
Hynes30 FT 205 0.4-2 ∼0.2 ∼5 s %

205-230 1.2 ∼0.3-0.1 % s %
Lee92 TFT 201 0.15-4 0.1-0.4 % s %

201 2 ∼0.3 % vp %

a Abbreviations: FT: flow tube; KN: Knudsen cell; TFT: turbulent flow tube; LITD: laser-induced thermal desorption; vp: vapor-deposited
ice; s: smooth ice film, grown from distilled water.b Data point derived using the internal surface area of the ice film.c Data vary with ice preparation
time. d For smooth ice film.e Observed uptake varies by a factor of 2 with thickness.32,33

Figure 7. Total uptake and nondiffusive component of uptake. Left panel: 188 K and 190 K. Right panel: 203 K. Key: open circles: total uptake
at tnorm ) 1800 s; crosses: uptake calculated from the two-thirds method; open triangles: residual uptakenresid as calculated from the asymptotic
model; filled circles: surface adsorptionnresid ) θequi × 1015 molecules/cm2 as calculated from numerical model; solid line: fitted Freundlich
isotherm for surface uptake (cp. Table 3); dashed line: fitted Langmuir type isotherm (θresid ) θmaxp/(K̃ + p), fit parameterθmax and K̃) with
θmax ) 0.13, K̃ ) 1.02 × 10-6 Torr for 203 K andθmax ) 0.079, K̃ ) 3.23 × 10-8 Torr for 190 K; dashed-dotted line. fitted Langmuir iso-
therm for a dissociating species (θresid ) θmax

/ xK′p/(1 + xK′p), fit parameterθmax andK′) e.g. p 111, in ref 91), withθmax ) 1, K′ ) 2304 Torr-1

for 203 K, andθmax ) 0.0946,K′ ) 2.157× 107 Torr-1, for 190/188 K (note that points withn < 1013 molecules cm-2 were excluded from the
fit); open diamond: surface uptake as measured by Chu et al.27 estimated using a porosity model. Note that there was no measurable residual uptake
for HCl pressures high enough to melt the ice.

ntot(t) ) nresid(p) + C(T)xtpHCl (10)

ntot(t) ) const× pd + 2Hd
/xD

p
kBT x t

π
(11)
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Comparison with Other Studies.A tailing of the signal has
been observed in many previous studies. For example, Chu et
al.27 found more pronounced tailing when increasing the film
thickness. For HNO3 a diffusive kinetics has been observed for
long time scales.38 However, incomplete information about the
experimental conditions renders direct comparison of total
uptake and its kinetics with other laboratory experiments
difficult; in particular, information on exposure times is often
not provided as it is deemed unimportant.

In Figure 9, we compare our data with the work of Chu et
al.,27 which were obtained on 1.4µm thick vapor-deposited ice
films. These experiments were performed with typical time
scales of roughly 30 min. For comparison, we show the total
uptake as determined in the present study within 30 min after
opening the plunger. Experiments that lasted less than 30 min
are not included in the plot. The three data sets coincide well
in the amount of uptake and its dependence on HCl partial
pressure. The lines show the parametrization of the HCl uptake
(eq 11) based on the both the asymptotic and the numerical
model for various experimental time scales (see caption). For
completeness, we note that Flu¨ckiger and Rossi24 (not shown)
investigated the very first few seconds of the HCl uptake on
ice and derived a factor of 5 less uptake than estimated by the
asymptotic model for pressures below 2× 10-6 Torr, while

they estimated strongly rising uptake for HCl partial pressures
very close to the ice melting point.

The HCl uptake from various other studies at temperatures
around 200 K is compared in Figure 10. We show the total
integrated uptake of the present study attnorm) 300 s to facilitate
comparison with the data from Hynes et al.30 The timetnorm )
300 s is short compared to the recovery time of the HCl partial
pressure in our experiments. The recovery time of the signal is
mainly a feature of the design of the specific flow-tube or
Knudsen cell. However, close to saturation on the surface, when
the diffusive transport dominates, the total uptake is only a
function of time,44 that is,ntot(t) ) 2Hd

/xDxt/π p/(kBT). The
partial pressure drop fromp0 to pr at time tnorm is symbolized
by horizontal arrows, their tip pointing topr(tnorm). Because the
signal has not yet recovered, the uptake has been performed at
partial pressuresp < pr(tnorm) and not atp0. Thus, the tips of
the arrows are more appropriate representations of the HCl
partial pressures during the uptake thanp0. The dotted lines

Figure 8. Upper panel: HCl uptake experiment on previously exposed
ice. Key: open circles: measured data; solid line: curve calculated
from fit in center panel; dotted line: HCl concentration with plunger
closed (p0). Center panel: uptake coefficient as a function oft1/2. Key:
open circles: measured data; solid line: fit according to eq 9. Lower
panel: total uptake as a function of time. Key: open circles: calculated
by numerical integration of the measured data; solid line: calculated
from simulated HCl partial pressures (both eq 25).

Figure 9. Comparison of total HCl uptake on vapor-deposited ice at
temperatures around 190 K; solid diamonds: this study, calculated by
numerical integration tot ) 30 min, as typical for the experimental
exposure times applied by Chu et al.27 Solid diamond with cross: data
at 188 K; open triangles and diamonds: from Chu et al.27 at 193 and
188 K, respectively (note that the data points at highest pressures are
not in the ice stability regime); dotted lines: parametrization of HCl
uptake according eq 11 fort ) 600, 1800, and 5400 s, as calculated
from the asymptotic model; dashed-dotted lines: parametrization of
HCl uptake according to eq 11 fort ) 600, 1800, and 5400 s, as
calculated using the numerical model; dashed lines: estimated non-
diffusive contributionnresid from different models calculated using
eq 11.

Figure 10. Comparison of total HCl uptake on ice at temperature
around 200 K. Open circles: Hynes et al.30 at 205 K; hatched area:
Hanson and Ravishankara;26 filled diamonds: Lee et al.92 at 201 K,
average of several experiments; filled square: Abbatt et al.;25 open
square: Barone et al.23 at 202 K on crystalline ice; vertical arrows show
correction for diffusive kinetics; arrows start at original datan(texp),
and the tips of arrows point toward time corrected pointsn(t ) 300 s)
) n(texp) × (tnorm/t)1/2; horizontal arrows: this study, total integrated
uptake after 300 s; end of arrow marksp0; tip of arrow markspr after
300 s; solid line: parametrization based on asymptotic model with eq
11 for tnorm ) 300 s; dotted lines: estimated HCl uptake after 1800
and 3600 s from eq 11, respectively; dashed lines: nondiffusive
components calculated from several models using parameters from
Table 3 and eq 11.
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show the estimated HCl uptake for 1800 and 3600 s, respec-
tively. These lines demonstrate the impact of diffusion-like
kinetics on uptake processes. They point toward possible pitfalls
when deriving the uptake of acidic gases solely from the total
uptake without using proper microphysical modeling or taking
changes of the partial pressure in the reactor into account.

In Figure 10, open circles are taken from Hynes et al.,30 who
used the “two-thirds” criterion38 to determine the total HCl
uptake in a flow tube experiment on smooth ice films. The
duration of these experiments cannot easily be inferred, however,
based on Figure 1 in Hynes et al.,30 the time scale might be
roughly 300 s. With this assumption, the magnitude of uptake
measured in our experiments coincides very well with with the
work of Hynes et al.30 However, the data from Hynes et al.
show a weaker pressure dependence. Our data further agree
within experimental error with the pressure dependence of the
data from Lee et al.92 (filled diamonds), allthough the absolute
values cannot be compared as the exposure time of this
experiment is not known.

The hatched area in Figure 10 shows the range of data as
reported by Hanson and Ravishankara.26 These authors observed
a reversible and an irreversible component of the HCl uptake,
which were attributed to surface uptake and dissolution respec-
tively.93 On the basis of a HCl solubility limit of 20 ppmv in
ice94 and a diffusion constant of 10-11 cm2 s-1, Hanson and
Ravishankara estimated the contribution of dissolution to the
overall signal as less than 10%. The time scale of their uptake
experiment at 2× 10-7 Torr is about 5 min, as in the other
data in the figure. This measured uptake at 2× 10-7 Torr is
about a factor of 4 higher compared to other studies and our
parametrization. Interestingly, the uptake in this study is reported
to be independent of the HCl partial pressure (hatched area in
Figure 10).

Data from the early work of Abbatt et al.25 are also shown
in Figure 10. The filled square show the data scaled to experi-
mental duration of 300 s using at1/2 law. This is illustrated
by a vertical arrow pointing toward the open square. The
arrow starts at the original data point (ntot(texp ) 2100 s))
3 × 1015 cm2) and points toward the scaled value ofntot(tnorm)
) ntot(texp ) 2100 s)(tnorm/texp)1/2. Similarly, we treated the data
from Barone et al.23 (arrow pointing to the open square). Again,
the arrow starts at the original data point and points toward its
value after scaling witht1/2 kinetics.

The data from Abbatt at al.25 and Barone et al.23 are brought
into much better agreement with our parametrization of the HCl
uptake and the data of Hynes and Hanson and Ravishankara
by assuming at1/2 kinetics using our parametrization of the HCl
uptake. However, an unexplained discrepancy of a factor of 4
remains. It is suspected that morphological differences or other
experimental factors may cause the remaining difference.

In Figures 9 and 10, we plot the nondiffusive component
(dashed lines), as estimated from the asymptotic and numerical
model, and also the result from the data evaluation using the
two-thirds method. For both temperatures, the magnitude of
nondiffusive uptake obtained by these methods is comparable,
while the results for the pressure dependence remain highly
uncertain (with slopes 0.3-0.6). As the nature of the uptake
process is not well understood, we cannot claim that the applied
data evaluation methods reflect the physical uptake on the ice
surface itself. Rather we use the nondiffusive component to
make the point that in absence of a clear understanding of the
nature of the uptake process, care must be taken when analyzing
uptake experiments and defining criteria to determine the HCl
uptake per surface area.

Summary and Discussion

In this work, we investigate the HCl uptake on vapor-
deposited ice films. Main result of our experiments is that the
uptake of HCl is governed by a slow, long-lasting uptake process
with a diffusion-like kineticsntot(t) ∝ t1/2. The analysis of the
long-term uptake in terms of a diffusive model shows that the
tailing can be described byone single quantity, Hd

/D1/2, which
exhibits a distinct pressure dependence:Hd

/D1/2 ∝ p1/2, as
expected for a diffusing, dissociating species. While the major
part of the overall uptake can be accounted for by a diffusion-
like kinetics (e.g., 4), for the initial period of the uptake process
the uptake is higher than compatible with diffusion-like kinetics.
Furthermore, data show that the major part of the overall uptake
ntot can be accounted for by diffusion-like kinetics, as demon-
strated in Figure 4c.

Similarly, diffusive kinetics with aHd
/D1/2 ∝ p1/2 depen-

dence, (but without the sensitivity to detect the possibly
enhanced initial uptake) has been found for the uptake of SO2

into packed ice beds44 for temperatures between-30 and 0°C.
Thus, this behavior might be a general feature for the uptake of
acidic trace gases on ice. In contrast, for SO2 uptake experiments
in a flow tube experiment at temperatures around 200 K no
tailing was observed.95 However, as the SO2 uptake in these
experiments was very low, one might speculate whether any
tailing would have been detectable in a flow tube experiment
with a surface which is small compared to the packed ice bed
experiments.

On the basis of experimental observations, it is tempting to
speculate that there are basically two physical processes
responsible for the uptake of HCl on ice: uptake on the physical
surface area and concurrent and subsequent diffusion into a yet
unknown reservoir. Also, it should be emphasized that to the
best of our knowledge the existence of a simple adsorption
process on the surface has not yet been established by direct
experimental evidence. Furthermore, the influence of the ice
porosity on the trace gas uptake remains controversial in the
literature.32-33,96 In the following, we will discuss several
conceivable uptake processes and possible reservoirs and the
compatibility with the experimental observation.

Surface Adsorption.Monolayer adsorption has been invoked
to describe the HCl adsorption on ice.9,10,12 To assess the
possibility of monolayer adsorption, we estimate the maximum
possible surface uptake. Solely based on geometric consider-
ations (i.e., the diameter of the Cl- ion of about 3.6 Å, based
on the ion size in a sulfuric acid solution97) aboutnHCl,surf )
7.8× 1014 HCl molecules/cm2 form a monolayer on a smooth
surface. This upper limit would be consistent with the measured
residual uptakenresid, if it is interpreted as uptake on the
geometric ice surface itself. However, we have observed a total
uptake of more than one monolayer at high HCl partial
pressures. Thus, to describe the overall uptake, the physical
picture of a monolayer adsorption can only be possible if the
physical surface area is much higher than the geometric one,
as it is the case for porous or very rough ice.

Diffusion into the Ice and Its Crystal Matrix. The diffusion
of HCl in ice at temperatures around 200 K has been investigated
by various authors using diverse techniques. These data scatter
widely (Table 5). The value of 10-16 m2 s-1 seems a reasonable
upper limit for the diffusion of HCl into ice at temperature
around 200 K.98 Then, for typical experimental time scales of
30 min, the diffusion depth∆x ) (Dt)1/2 is less than 1µm,
which is smaller than the thickness of the ice films used in our
experiments. Thus, diffusion will occur in the upper part of the
bulk ice.
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On the basis of solubility measurements in ice single crystals
at temperatures between 238 and 265 K,20 the mixing ratio of
HCl in the ice is about 10-5 at 200 K and 5× 10-8 Torr of
HCl. If we assume that the physical ice surface area is 20 times
larger than the geometric surface area28,32and that the diffusion
depth is about 1µm along the porous surface, only about
(2-8) × 1012 HCl molecules/cm2 per geometric surface area
could dissolve based on the solid-phase solubilty. This amount
is too small to explain the total observed HCl uptake.

The observed pressure dependenceHdD1/2∝ p-1/2 gives further
insight. Thibert and Domine´19 showed experimentally that the
solubility of HCl in ice single crystals follows aHd ∝ p-1/2.73

dependency. This is consistent with the thermodynamic argu-
ment that the production of defects in the ice matrix will cause
the relationHd

/ ∝ p-1/3, which has been confirmed experimen-
tally.15 In the present study, we observe a pronounced propor-

tionality of Hd
/D1/2 ∝ p-1/2 with the HCl partial pressure, which

contradicts the diffusion into the ice crystal matrix as a dominant
uptake process.

Diffusion into Pores.Most of the surface area in porous ice
is hidden and is not directly accessible for trace gas molecules
impinging on the ice surface. Pores in vapor-deposited ice have
typical dimensions in the micrometer range;32,33 i.e., they are
smaller than the mean free path and the transport into the pores
can only happen via Knudsen diffusion99 in the gas phase96 or
by surface diffusion on the ice surface. Whatever the transport
process is, the transport into hidden pores could possibly cause
a tailing with diffusive kinetics as (see for example ref 100).

We compare the surface uptake with the work of Chu et al.,27

who demonstrated the dependence of the total uptake on the
film thickness and showed stronger tailing of the breakthrough
curves with increasing ice thickness (cf. their Figure 2 in ref
27). Leu et al.28 suggested that the ice surface area increases
with the ice film thickness by up to a factor of 8-1028 and also
showed increasing HCl uptake with increasing thickness. This
issue is subject to controversy26,32-34,96as only very little impact
of the film thickness on the HCl uptake was reported by Hanson
and Ravishakara,26 who also argued that the granule size in
porous films is independent from the film thickness for very
thin ice films.35 On the basis of BET determinations of the ice
surface area and modeling of the thickness dependence of the
HCl uptake, Chu found the surface uptake on the order of 2×
1013 molecules/cm2 at 188 K and 2.1× 10-7 Torr. This value
is slightly lower than the residual uptake in our measurements
(cf. Figure 7), which is consistent with the interpretation that
the residual uptakenresid in our study is caused by uptake onto
the geometric ice surface which is readily available for uptake,
once the plunger is opened.

In summary, the diffusion into the pores of the vapor-
deposited ice is a conceivable process, and our results are
consistent with several previously published studies.

Diffusion into Interfacial Reservoirs. It has been suggested
that interfacial reservoirs, such as the quasi-liquid layer (QLL)
on top of the ice surface,25,56,57,59grain boundaries and veins
(or so-called triple junctions)44,69in polycrystalline ice may serve
as reservoirs for trace gas uptake. The size of such reservoirs is
thermodynamically defined by surface forces, and also by the
curvature of the surface (i.e., the Kelvin effect in veins).65,67,101

In pure ice, the reservoir size increases when approaching the
melting point.45,46,49,50,53,54,102This would lead to an increasing
speed of uptake (i.e., an increase ofHd

/D1/2) when approaching
the ice melting point by rising the temperature, or alternatively
by raising the HCl partial pressure. However, in the present
study, no deviation of the proportionalityHdD1/2 ∝ p-1/2 is found
when approaching the ice melting point (cf. Figures 5 and 6).
Thus, our data indicate that the uptake into grain boundaries or
veins is only conceivable if the reservoir size is unaffected by
the amount of HCl dissolved (which would not be the case in

TABLE 5: Available Data on Diffusion Constants for HCl in Ice

author T (K) D (m2 s-1) comment

Barnaal and Slotfeldt-Ellingsen119 258 4× 10-13 NMR, frozen doped solution
Dominéet al.120 258-268 (2.6-38)× 10-16 single crystal

190 3.6× 10-22 to 1.3× 10-20 extrapolated
Flückinger et al.22 190-200 (4( 0.1)× 10-18 single-crystal

5.6× 10-17 to 2.8× 10-16 polycrystalline
Huthwelker et al.121 203 (1-4) × 10-17 bulk ice, RBS
Krishanan and Salomon14 255-269 4.9× 10-12 to 1.6× 10-11 diffusion at the HCl/ice phase boundary
Krieger et al.110 195 5× 10-16 to 3× 10-15 RBS, frozen doped solution
Molina et al.122 185 10-13 vapor grown ice, under melting conditions25

Thibert and Domine´19 265-238 10-16 to 10-15 single crystal
Wolff et al.69 185 and 253 10-14 and 10-17 values are upper limit only

TABLE 6: Symbols Used

symbol meaning units

γ uptake coeff
D diffusion constant m2 s-1

H Henry’s law constant mol L-1 atm-1

Hd dimensionless Henry’s law constant
Hd

/ effective dimensionless Henry’s law
constant

j flux density m-2 s-1

kB Boltzmann constant
k dissociation constant m3
m molecular mass kg
ng concentration in the gas phase m-3

ni concentration in the ice m-3

nresid residual, nondiffusive m-2

nsurf surface concentration m-2

nsites no. of available sites m-2

ntot total uptake m-2

Nc no. of molecules in cell
p pressure Pa, Torr
pc pressure in Knudsen cell Pa, Torr
p0 partial pressure in Knudsen Pa, Torr

cell with closed plunger
pr partial pressure in Knudsen Pa, Torr

cell with open plunger
pv vapor pressure Pa, Torr
R rate s-1

R0 rate of molecules into Knudsen cell s-1

RMS rate of molecules into mass spectrometer s-1

RS rate of molecules on substrate s-1

t time s
texp duration of uptake experiment s
tas time, when asymptotic fitting starts s
T temperature K
TS substrate temperature K
Tc wall temperature in Knudsen cell K
θ surface coverage
θequi surface coverage, as derived from the

numerical model
θresid residual, nondiffusive component

of surface coverage
Vj mean thermal velocity m/s
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pure systems). Only then both ap-1/2 pressure dependence and
the diffusive-liket1/2 kinetics would occur.

Interestingly, for the weak acid SO2, increasing uptake has
been observed when approaching the ice melting point39,40 in
packed ice bed experiments. This has been attributed to size
changes of the vein into which the SO2 diffuses.44 It is likely
that SO2, which is a weak and much less soluble acid than HCl,
has less influence on premelting phenomena. Thus, when SO2

interacts with interfacial reservoirs the physical properties of
the reservoirs (i.e., the temperature dependence of the reservoir
size) may dominate the trace gas uptake. In contrast, the strong
acid HCl may dominate the physics of the interfacial reservoirs.
Indeed, it has been argued that impurities will potentially
enhance premelting phenomena48,103and increase the reservoir
size.

Surface Reconstruction.HCl is a strong adsorbate, which
my strongly affect and reconstruct the ice surface.104-107 Such
effects have also been observed for the SO2 system at cryogenic
temperatures,108 where slow and long-lasting uptake processes
have been observed. As HCl is a strong adsorbate, it must be
expected that it will affect the nature of the ice surface itself. If
such processes started on the surface and slowly penetrated into
the bulk ice one may speculate that the kinetics of the
reconstruction (and the associated uptake) could be diffusion-
like, as observed in our experiments. If so,Hd would be the
HCl solubility in the reconstructed region andD would
characterize the speed of reconstruction. Such processes might
be equivalent to the formation of a QLL by the presence of the
gaseous HCl.

Data Evaluation. The nature of the HCl uptake on ice cannot
be resolved from uptake experiments without further analysis
of the solid phase alone. We do not claim that our results, which
are made on vapor deposited and possible porous ice, will be
quantitatively equal on smooth ice films. However, we suggest
that the principal features, such as the experimental fact that
the tailing follows diffusion-liket1/2 kinetics, qualitatively apply
to rough (porous) as well as smooth ice films, where a diffusion-
like tailing and fast initial uptake has been observed as well
(ref 38 and to a lower extent also ref 30). Thus, we conclude
that the question of how to treat the tailing in the data evaluation
is of universal importance.

With the asymptotic model, we propose a novel data
evaluation concept for systems with a diffusion-like kinetics,
which allows to separate diffusion-like and nondiffusive pro-
cesses by analysis of the uptake kinetics. Comparison of the
asymptotic model with a complete numerical modeling shows
that results derived with both models coincide within experi-
mental error (cf. Figure 7, Tables 1 and 2), i.e., both processes
dominate in different regimes.

We would like to stress that uptake with diffusion-like
kinetics potentially remains experimentally undetected, although
it may dominate the overall amount of uptake. Because a
diffusion-like uptake coefficient follows the kinetic lawγ(t) ∝
t-1/2, which lead to infinite total uptakeNtot ∝ ∫0

∞ γ(t′) dt′ ∼
t1/2, (of course only until the reservoir as such is filled). In
contrast, first-order uptake processes, such as adsorption, obey
an exponential time law,γ(t) ∝ e-λt, which results in a finite
total uptake: N ∝ ∫0

∞ γ(t′) dt′ ) 1/λ. Consequently, there is
comparably more uptake during the tailing in a system with a
t1/2 kinetics compared to systems with exponential decay. Thus,
for the same instrument sensitivity, relatively more uptake is
“lost” in systems with diffusion-like kinetics.44

Concluding Remarks. In this study, we found that HCl
uptake is dominated by long-lasting diffusion-like kinetics, while

during some initial minutes the uptake is higher than predicted
by a diffusion-like kinetics. This picture is consistent with a
coupled adsorption-diffusion kinetics.

We suggest the use of a semiempirical formulation to
parametrize the time-dependent HCl uptake on vapor-deposited
ice by eq 11 with parameters given in Table 3. Reinterpretation
of previous studies, which to date have scattered widely, reveals
much better agreement using the semiempirical parametrization
of the HCl uptake. Consequently, when estimating the HCl
uptake on natural ice, the lifetime of the ice or its contact time
with the HCl vapor should be considered in eq 11 to calculate
the HCl uptake in atmospheric or climate models. A quantifica-
tion of surface and bulk contributions and the influence of the
ice porosity appears to be essential for the understanding of
chemical reactions on ice surfaces. Reactions could occur on
top of the surface, in the near-surface region, and also in the
bulk polycrystalline ice.

Generally, it is difficult to decipher the elemental physico-
chemical uptake processes of the trace gas uptake onto ice
simply by only analyzing the uptake kinetics, as the kinetics
delivers no information about the surface itself. From our
analysis, simple, noncomposite processes, such as the diffusion
into the ice crystal matrix (magnitude of uptake) or a mere
Langmuir-type adsorption (uptake kinetics), can be ruled out.
Also, diffusion into an existing, by HCl unaffected, QLL appears
to be improbable. Conceivable processes are the diffusion into
porous ice and the reconstruction of the surface by the presence
of the HCl. The latter process might be considered as the
induction of a premelt layer by the gaseous HCl.

The determination of elemental concentration profiles in the
surface region could provide key data to answer these questions,
and effectively improve the analysis of kinetic experiments. Very
recently destructive109 and nondestructive110,111methods have
been developed to measure concentration profiles in the near-
surface region of ice. We suggest that such direct investigation
of the ice surface in combination with detailed theoretical
analysis of experimental data may provide further necessary
insight into physicochemical uptake processes of trace gases
on ice.

Appendix A: Kinetics in the Knudsen Cell
Flow Equations in the Knudsen Cell.Figure 11 illustrates

the flow conditions in the Knudsen cell. The rate of molecules
flowing into the cell is denoted byR0. Substrate and pinhole to
the mass spectrometer act as sinks (ratesRS andRMS, respec-
tively; Nc is the number of molecules in the Knudsen cell). The
continuity equation for the cell

Figure 11. Flux balance in the Knudsen cell. Key:R0: reflux into the
cell; RMS: reflux into the mass spectrometer;RS: flux onto the substrate.

dNc

dt
) R0(t) - RS(t) - RMS(t) (12)
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reads in the quasistationary case (i.e., forR0 - RMS . dNc/dt)

The flux RMS is calculated from the partial pressurepc, once
the aperture area of the pinhole,Ae, to the mass spectrometer is
known (cf. eq 6).

Using the ideal gas law (pcVc ) NckBT), this equation defines
the escape rateke, which depends on the mass of the gas
molecule

In this study, the escape rate was measured for different pinhole
sizes with inert gases of different masses. During the exposure
of the substrate, the partial pressure in the Knudsen cell changes
from p0 (plunger closed) topr (plunger open) due to HCl uptake
on the ice surface. Thus, the uptake onto the substrate is

Using the mean thermal velocityVj ) x8kBT/πm and the
gaskinetically maximal possible rateRS,max ) ASVjpr /4kBT on
the substrate during uptake, the uptake coefficient is

From this equation, the temporal development of the partial
pressure in the cell can be derived as

Diffusive Uptake of a Nondissociating Species.For a gas
with a bulk solubility Hd and a bulk phase diffusivityD, the
diffusion equation can be solved in planar geometry assuming
diffusion into an infinite reservoir and a constant partial pressure
pg in the gas phase.81,112-115 Ignoring the initial time period of
the uptake (i.e., fort > (4HdD1/2/RcVj)2, see ref 81), the flux
densityj through the interface is

Using the flux density of an ideal gas (eq 6), the uptake
coefficient for the diffusive process can be expressed as

This equation was used to determineHdD1/2 for HCl in sulfuric
acid solutions under stratospheric conditions.86 Using eq 18, the
time dependence of the measured partial pressure in the cell is

Diffusive Uptake of a Dissociating Species.For a dissociat-
ing species, the solubility changes with the partial pressurepr

in the cell (Hd
/ ) (kBTSKHd/pr)1/2). Using eqs 17 and 20, we

find

The linear relation 1/γ(t) × (p0/pr)1/2 ∝ t1/2 can be used to
determineHd

/D1/2 ) (kBTSKHdD/p0)1/2 from the experimental
data. The time dependence of the partial pressurepr in the
Knudsen cell is readily derived from eq 18

where

The solutions for the diffusive uptake have a negative sign in
eq 23. The positive branch would describe a source.

Note that the quantity (kBTSKHdD/p0)1/2 corresponds toHdD1/2

in eq 20, which allows direct comparison. In this paper,HD1/2

denotes the results calculated with eq 20, while results derived
from eq 22 are denoted asHd

/D1/2 instead of using the full
expression (kBTSKHdD/p0)1/2.

Calculation of Total Uptake on the Substrate.The total
uptake ntot(t) onto the substrate at timet is calculated by
numerical integration of the rate of molecules taken up by the
substrate (RS in eq 16, using the experimentally measuredp0

andpr(t)):

To estimate the diffusive contribution,ndiff(t), to the overall
uptake, we use the theoretical value forpr(t), as given in eq 21
or eq 23 in eq 25. The nondiffusive contributionnresid(t) to the
overall uptake is given by the difference of total and diffusive
uptake

Correction of Measured Partial Pressures Due to
Temperature Differences in the Cell.The Hertz-Knudsen
equation describes the net-flux through a surface with vapor
pressurepv in an ambient with partial pressurepg. Under
equilibrium conditions (pg ) pv), the condensing fluxjcond )
Rcpg(2πmkBT)-1/2 (cf. eq 6) must equal the evaporating flux.
Thus, we havejevap ) Rcpv(2πmkBT)-1/2. Assuming that the
evaporating and condensing fluxes are independent of each
other, we can formulate the net flux,jnet, for nonequilibrium
conditions (i.e., if pg * pv) and find the Hertz-Knudsen
equation:

RS ) R0 - RMS (13)

RMS )
Aepc

x2πmkBT
≡ keNc ) ke

pcV

kBT
(14)

ke )
Ae

Vc
x kBT

2πm
(15)

RS )
keVc

kBT
(p0 - pr) (16)

γ(t) )
RS

RS,max
)

4ke

Vj
Vc

AS

p0 - pr

pr
(17)

pr(t) )
p0

1 +
VjAS

4keVc
γ(t)

(18)

j =
pg

kBT

HdxD

xπt
(19)

1
γ(t)

) Vj
4

xπt

HdxD
(20)

pr(t) )
p0

1 +
AS

Vcke

HdxD

xπt

(21)

1
γ(t)x p0

pr(t)
) Vj

4x p0

kBTSKHd
xπt

D
(22)

pr(t) ) p0(1 + ú2

2t) ( xp0(1 + ú2

2t) - p0
2 (23)

ú )
AS

Vcke xkBTSKHd

p0
xD

π
(24)

ntot(t) ) ∫t′)0

t′)t RS(t′)
AS

dt′ (25)

nresid(t) ) ntot(t) - ndiff(t) (26)

jnet ) Rc

pg

x2mkBTg

- Rc

pv

x2mkBTS

(27)
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Note that we distinguish in eq 27 between the substrate and the
gas temperaturesTS and Tg, respectively. This has a direct
consequence for experiments performed on cold substrates in a
reaction chamber with warm walls. Because the cell surface
area is large compared to the cold substrate area, gas and cell
temperaturesTS are equal. However, the evaporating molecules
leave the ice at temperatureTS. Under equilibrium conditions
(i.e., for jnet ) 0, in eq 27), we find the relation between the
pressure in the gas phase and the substrate vapor pressure83

Consequently, the measured partial pressure in the Knudsen cell
(i.e., jnet ) 0, i.e.,pg ) (Tc/TS)1/2pv), is higher than the ice vapor
pressure. For a wall temperature ofTc ) 300 K andTS ) 200
K, a 22% correction to the measured substrate vapor pressure
must be applied. We have confirmed this simple correction by
measuring the ice vapor pressures.

Appendix B: Numerical Model to Simulate Knudsen Cell
Experiments

In this appendix, we describe the numerical model to simulate
uptake experiments in the Knudsen cell. The model simulates
the filling of the Knudsen cell, diffusion into the ice substrate,
and the kinetics of surface adsorption. To formulate the model
we use molecule densities and denote the density in the gas
and ice phase asng andni, respectively (both in molecules m-3),
the concentration of adsorbed molecules asnsurf (in molec m-2).

Surface Kinetics with Langmuir Adsorption. The HCl
adsorbs on the surface and dissociates directly in a two stage
process: HCl(g)h HCl(ads)h Cl- + H+. Assuming complete
dissociation (nsurf,Cl- = nsurf,H+), the desorbing flux isjdes )
ksurf,gnsurf,Cl-nsurf,H+ ≈ ksurf,gnsurf,Cl2, and thus it is quadratic in
the surface concentration. Here,ksurf,g is the yet unknown
desorption constant.

With eq 6 and the mean thermal velocityVj ) x8kBT/πm,
we formulate the flux densityjg,surf ) n̆surf of the gas molecules
entering the ice surface

Here,nsurf,maxis the number of sites available for adsorption on
the ice surface and we use the definitionkg,surf ) RcVj/4. For a
nondissociating species, we havek ) 1, while for adsorption
of a dissociating species one may chosek ) 2.91 However, given
the low estimated surface coverage, the saturation term is
mathematically unimportant. Even if we choose the maximum
surface concentrationnsurf,max close to the maximum observed
coverage, the influence of the term (1- nsurf/nsurf,max)k is
negligible, compared to the overall accuracy of the experimental
data. For practical matters, we have tested that the results
presented in this study are independent from choosingk ) 1 or
k ) 2. Thus, we have chosenk ) 1 in all calculations and the
reminder of this work.

The net flux,jnet, from the gas phase onto the surface is the
difference between adsorbing and desorbing flux:

Let nsurf,equi be the total equilibrium concentration (i.e.,
adsorbed HCl and dissociated Cl-) of HCl molecules taken up

on the ice surface for the given gas-phase concentrationng,0 )
p0/kB/T, with the plunger closed. In thermodynamic equilibrium,
the adsorbing and desorbing fluxes must match, i.e.,jnet ) 0 in
eq 30, and we expressksurf,g as a function of the equilibrium
surface coveragensurf,equi and the gas-phase concentrationng,0

with closed plunger:

Thus, we can express the constantksurf,g as a function of the
adsorption constantkg,surf and the equilibrium surface concentra-
tion nsurf,equi.

Mass Balance in the Gas Phase.To formulate the mass
balance in the gas phase, we consider the loss rate from the
gas phase onto the ice-AiceRcVj/4 × (1 - nsurf/nsurf,max), the
desorption from the ice surface (Aice ksurf,g nsurf

j), the gas flow
into the Knudsen cell (Rin) and the loss into the mass
spectrometer (-keNg). We find the differential equation for the
gas-phase concentrationng ) Ng/Vc

Solution of the Diffusion Equation. For numerical solution
of the diffusion equation, we convert this partial differential
equation into a system of coupled ordinary differential equations
by discretization of the spatial coordinates. The ice is modelled
as a one-dimensional slab, which consists of equidistant boxes
of length h. To formulate the mass balance in each box, we
consider the continuity equation for thekth cell at the coordinate
xk

Here,jb is the flux density through the surfaceSof the volume
∆V ) hAS. The diffusive flux from cellk at coordinatexk into
cell k + 1 (at xk + h) is expressed by discretization of Fick’s
first law:

Using the analogous expression for the diffusion into cellk - 1
in the continuity eq 33 and the definitionkD ) Dh-2, we find

for the discretization. By this procedure, the problem reduces
to a system of coupled ordinary differential equations.

Two boundary conditions are needed for complete formula-
tion of the problem. The first one is that the concentration
gradient in the depth of the ice vanishes. The second boundary
condition is based on the transport between the ice surface and
the bulk. To describe the transport between the ice surface and
the first box below the surface, we assume that the diffusive
flux toward the surface is as fast as the diffusion between the

pg(Tc) ) xTc

TS
pv(TS) (28)

jg,surf ) kg,surf ng (1 -
nsurf

nsurf,max
)k

(29)

jnet ) kg,surfng (1 -
nsurf

nsurf,max
) - ksurf,gnsurf,Cl

j (30)

ksurf,g ) kg,surf(1 -
nsurf,equi

nsurf,max
) ng,0

nsurf,equi
j

(31)

∂ng(t)

∂t
) -

Aice

Vc
kg,surfng(1 -

nsurf

nsurf,max
) +

Aice

Vc
ksurf,gns

j -

keng +
Rin

Vc
(32)

∂ni(x)

∂t |
x)xk

) -∇ jb ) - lim
∆Vf0

1
∆V∫S

jb dABS (33)

j ) D
∂ni(x)

∂x |
x)xk

≈ D
ni(xk) - ni(xk+1)

h
(34)

∂ni(x)

∂t
) kD(ni(xk+1) - ni(xk)) + kD(ni(xk-1) - ni(xk)) (35)
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boxes in the bulk that isj ) kDni(x ) 0). Thus, the mass balance
between ice surface and bulk reads

where the unknownksurf,i is determined by considering the
thermodynamic equilibrium, that is∂ni(x ) 0)/∂t ) 0 or ksurf,i

) kDni,equi/nsurf,equi. Using Henry’s law,Hdng,0 ) ni,equi, we can
expressksurf,i as a function of the Henry’s law constantHd, the
equilibrium surface coveragensurf,equi and the gas-phase con-
centration with closed plungerng,0:

Differential Equation for the Ice Surface. Analogously, we
formulate the differential equation for the ice surface:

In summary, eqs 32, 35, and 38 withkD ) Dh-2, kg,surf≡ RcVj/4,
and the expressions forksurf,g andksurf,i (eqs 31 and 37) are a
system of coupled first-order differential equations. The system
describes the kinetics in the Knudsen cell as a function of the
equilibrium surface concentrationnsurf,equi (or the equilibrium
coverageθequi ) nsurf,equi/nsurf,max), the saturation concentration
on the surface isnsurf,max, the Henry’s law constantHd, and the
diffusion constantD. Diffusive processes are governed by the
productHdD1/2.81,115 Variation of Hd did not affect the result
for HdD1/2 or θequi. Furthermore, the choice ofnsurf,max has
negligible influence on the overall results, thus the two
parametersHdD1/2 and the equilibrium coverageθequi ) nsurf,equi/
nsurf,max effectively govern the overall kinetics.

The system of coupled differential equations is numerically
stiff. Therefore, for numerical solution, we use a code based
on backward differencing formulas, originally developed by
Gear116,117 in an implementation in the PV-Wave software
package.118
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